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while a-hunting he was tired in the forest and invited "by
the Muni Jamadagni. The king with his retinue was fed by
him by the favour of Kamadhenu* (14—15). (The kin<y)
then prayed for the cow and (the sage) not agreeing he
pilfered it. Thereupon Rama, with jus axe, cut off the
head of the king in battle and brought back the cow to his
hermitage. One day while Rama was out into the forest
Kartavirya's sons, out of enmity, killed Jamadagni. Oa his
return • Kama saw his sire slain and was stricken with
grief in consequence thereof (17—18). Having divested the
.€Erth of the Kshatryas for twenty one times, made five wells
in Kurukshetraf offered oblations to the departed manes
and conferred the earth on Kashyapa the Lord settled himself
on the mount Mahendra. Hearing of the incarnations of
tortoise, boar, man-lion, dwarf and Rama a man repairs to
the ceslestial region (19—2OJ,
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said :—I will now describe RlmayanaJ which
gives enjoyment and emancipation as described formerly
by Narada§ unto Valmiki (i).
* A fabulous cow that gives whatever is prayed for.
f The field where the great battle was fought. Modern Panipat is
now pointed out as the proper place.
J Literally it means history of Ram* the great epic of the Hindus
written by the sage Valmiki.
§ He is one of the well-known celestial sages. In the Vedas he
is described as one of the descendants of Kanwa and author of several
hymns of the Rig-veda. In mythology 'he is often associated with
Parva);a and acts like a messenger of gods to men, and is known &s the
son of Brahma. He is the friend of Krishna and is the inventor of Vina.
or lute. In the Mahabharata he is described as the king of the celestial
musicians.

